
Y7: ‘SHORT STORIES’ MODULE, 
SUMMER 1, 2020 



Instructions for Use

Hello Year 7. Your topic for this half term (Summer 1) is Short Stories. The following package
has been put together to help you study the module in a structured way, as we would in class.
You will need to do some independent reading and research to help you. These are skills which
will really help you in the future with your GCSE’s!

Using the sheet, spend a week on each task. Think about different and creative ways in which
you can produce and present your work (there are some hints with each task). As well as this,
you also have a list of spellings for each week. Practice these by yourself or with a family
member. At the end of the half-term, we will be able to test on these via Spelling Shed.

As well as your main tasks and the spellings, use the reading log to record any reading you do.
This can be filled in and emailed back to your teacher for the awarding of achievement points.
Always remember, reading is one of the most important ways of improving your literacy,
punctuation and spelling skills. It also expands your imagination and is very good for your
overall mental well-being.

Any work completed can be emailed in to your teacher; excellent pieces can be displayed on a
Wall of Pride or the Academy Twitter account. Happy working. Take care and stay safe!



Week 1: Extended Research Task

For each of the six weeks of the module, find
out and read a short story. These could be by
any writer and in any genre (either in a book
you have at home, or online). Write a weekly
review on each story.

Ideas for stretch and challenge:
• Select a writer/writers we don’t study at

school
• Use a range of language features
• Clearly express your opinions
• Research book reviews online for inspiration

Week 2: Paul Jennings Profile

Research the biography of the novelist and
short story writer Paul Jennings. Find out the
key facts of his life and present it in one of
the following ways:

• List or mind-map of the key facts
• A leaflet using columns, pictures, bullet-

points, colour, etc.
• Power Point to be presented in class
• Make a film, rap or small play

Week 3: Tale with a Twist – Short Story

Write a short story about a character who is
granted three wishes, or someone who develops
a superpower. The story should have a surprise
‘twist’ ending.

Include the following:
• Language features
• A range of punctuation
• Paragraphs
• The five senses

Week 4: Book Cover

Create a front cover for a collection of short
stories entitled ‘Round the Twist’. Remember
to make it appealing to a potential reader.
Include some elements of the stories studied
in class.

Include the following:
• Language features for effect
• Pictures / captions / colours
• Names of authors
• A blurb which summarises the contents

Week 5: Story Board

Imagine you are a director and you’re trying to
sell the film rights to the story you have
written. Create a storyboard of 6-10 images
that explore the key events, characters and
settings.

Ideas for stretch and challenge:
• Include colour and the key events in order
• Captions, quotations from the text
• Write an opening scene of dialogue which

could come from the script
• Create a model of the set

Week 6: Build a Scene / Set

Using either the short story you have written,
or one you have read, make a model of a key
scene using everyday house-hold materials.
This can be photographed for the Wall of
Pride.

Include the following:
• Create models of the main characters
• Make miniature versions of the set and

props
• Write a miniature script for the scene
• If you have the technology, make a short

animation using your set and characters

Year Seven Summer 1 Work: Short Stories Module



Week 1:

1. accept
2. except
3. affect
4. effect
5. aloud
6. allowed
7. weather
8. whether
9. whose
10.who’s

Week 2:

1. cereal
2. serial
3. check
4. cheque
5. through
6. threw
7. draft
8. draught
9. stares
10.stairs

Week 3:

1. information
2. adoration
3. sensation
4. preparation
5. education
6. location
7. exaggeration
8. concentration
9. imagination
10.organisation

Week 4:

1. creation
2. radiation
3. indication
4. ventilation
5. relegation
6. dedication
7. demonstration
8. abbreviation
9. translation
10.vibration

Week 5:

1. submerge
2. subheading
3. submarine
4. subordinate
5. subway
6. superman
7. supervise
8. supersede
9. superpower
10.superhuman

Week 6:

1. girls’
2. boys’
3. babies’
4. parents’
5. teachers’
6. women’s
7. men’s
8. children’s
9. people’s
10.mice’s

Year Seven Weekly Spellings (Summer Term 1)



Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Parent 
Signature / 

Initials

Achievement 
Points 

Awarded

20 – 26 April

27 April – 3 May

4 – 10 May

11 – 17 May

18 – 24 May

25 – 31 July

1 – 7 June

Reading Challenge:

• Bronze Reading Challenge: Your challenge this half term is to read for 20 minutes every evening. If you do, put a tick in the correct box. Get your parent to sign 
at the end of the week to prove you have done this and you will receive 10 achievement points.

• Silver Reading Challenge: Your challenge this half term is to read for 40 minutes every evening. If you do, put a tick in the correct box. Get your parent to sign at 
the end of the week to prove you have done this and you will receive 20 achievement points.

• Gold Reading Challenge: as well as reading for 60 minutes every evening, write a weekly book report on what you have read. For this you will receive 30 
achievement points.


